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UN-BACKED METHODOLOGIES

Incorporating a mix of qualitative and quantitative methodologies, 
GET has been developed following the specifications by UN 
Environment and the UNFCCC secretariat. Any entity across 
the globe can benefit from GET to evaluate its events, 
irrespective of its size, for the overall sustainability, GHG 
emissions and their offsetting, and green building practices.

ABOUT GET

Green Events Tool (GET) is an integrated 
web-based assessment platform conceived 
and designed to evaluate the sustainability 
and environmental performance of events. 
It is developed, hosted and maintained by 

UNEP, UNFCCC and the Gulf Organisation for 
Research & Development (GORD). GET targets 
decarbonization and sustainable development 
by focusing on environmental impacts of mega 
events, conferences, meetings, exhibitions and 

trade fairs, etc. From transportation and lodging 
to paper trails, catering and energy use, GET 
provides an all-encompassing approach that 

identifies ways to host ecofriendly events with 
minimal carbon footprint. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE  
& GET MODULES

Events evaluated by Green Events Tool are analyzed 
with a three-pronged focus on sustainability. 

  Sustainability Practices (Optional)

The Sustainability Event Checklist evaluates events based on 
10 sustainability dimensions which include organizational 
management, communication and marketing, supply chain, 
event management, social aspects, climate action, indoor 
environmental quality, energy, water and waste. The checklist 
for sustainability practices lead the event organizers towards 
best practices on sustainability parameters and climate 
change mitigation.

  Green Building Practices (Optional)

To cover any construction of new venues or buildings 
(temporary or permanent) or use of existing building linked 
with an event, GET provides users with an option to assess, 
improve and certify energy and carbon performance of 
the building. The tool facilitates organizations to calculate 
their venue’s energy and carbon footprint seamlessly 
with software suite provided by the Global Sustainability 
Assessment System (GSAS). 

  GHG Emissions & Offsetting Tool  (Mandatory)

GET helps organizations in calculating GHG footprints 
generated due to events. At the same time, the tool 
encourages users to compensate for the unavoidable 
emissions. Organizations hosting events can offset their 
unavoidable emissions using recognized carbon credits 
from CDM, Global Carbon Council or any other CORSIA- or 
ICROA-recognized GHG program.



ADDRESSING 
CLIMATE CHANGE 

WITH CARBON 
NEUTRAL EVENTS

CERTIFICATIONS AND RATINGS

For events evaluated by GET, sustainability aspects are 
translated into measurable scoring criteria that define the 
overall sustainability score of the event. Organizations using 
GET can calculate their overall score and declare it as a 
testament of their commitment to environmental sustainability. 
For wider awareness, the report can be submitted to the 
certification team for a third-party verification. Once the 
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verification is complete, GET can generate the certification 
through the platform and publish. Depending on the overall 
achievement of the event, three different ratings (Bronze, 
Silver and Gold) can be achieved by organizations through 
GET. Depending upon the level of offsetting carried out from 
recognized GHG programs, the event can receive the  'carbon 
efficient' or 'carbon neutral' certification. 




